STUDIO DESSUANT BONE
( PARIS, FR)
Saison IV – Season IV - Crystallized

Studio Dessuant Bone is a multi-disciplinary design consultancy based in Paris,
with our specialities in direction, design, product and interiors. Our research
based creative solutions evolve from ideas and stories. We pride ourselves on
creating an engaging and clear handwriting that can traverse across a diverse range
of clients and industries, including fashion, lifestyle, creative & product, from
concept to creation. Allaert Aluminium has been manufacturing metal and glass
windows, doors, curtain walls and more in order to bring architecture to life since
1955. Over the years multiple materials have been integrated such as brass, steel,
stainless steel, aluminium and glass. Though design languages have evolved and
preferences for metal have been subject to changing thermal, acoustic or even
legal circumstances, the aim for ultimate manufacturing has persisted.
Engineering forces have joined the production and installation teams to take the
whole process to another level, much appreciated by architects and general
contractors, for it enables them to persist into the tiniest of details.

About the project
After the success of Perpetual Motion at Biennale Interieur 2016, Studio
Dessuant Bone and Allaert Aluminium present the first in a new collection from
their limited edition design range, A.D.B. - using core materials of glass and
aluminium ‘ The Day Bed ’ is handmade in Kortrijk, Belgium. The collection
combines the skill and know-how of over 60 years of production from Allaert
Aluminium and the design language and aesthetic that is at the heart of Studio
Dessuant Bone.

Price List / liste des prix
Saison IV – Season IV - Crystallized

A Day Bed, aluminium and dirty pink laminated flat glass, 85 x 35 x 190 cm, 2017, in
collaboration with Allaert Aluminium (BE)
12 000 € incl. VAT (6%)

